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SUMMARY 
RDMM (Relative Deviation Minimization Method) is the name of the 
FORTRAN Code here described. I t allows the automatic interpretation of the 
activation data for the in-pile fast neutron spectra determination. 
­ 1 ­
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Measurements of in­pile fast neutron spectra are of­
ten obtained by threshold detector irradiations. The thre­
shold detector technique give data usually expressed as 
normalized activation rates, that is: 
A. = /ζΓ(Ε)γ(Ε) dE (1) 
where A. indicates the reaction probability per second for 
a nucleus of the i'th isotope, having <7\ (E) as differen­
tial cross­section, when immersed in the unknown neutron 
ρ flux <¿>(E) n/(cm sec MeV). 
The code, here described in the following, allows the 
CP (E) determination, on the hypothesis that the neutron 
flux shape can be approximated by an expression of the ty­
pe: t 
<^(Ε)*^(Ε) = W(E)2k \Yk(E) (2) 
where: 
η = number of the threshold detectors used in the 
experiment of activation. 
W(E)= weighting function, chosen in agreement with 
the kind of the treated problem. 
W (Έ)= complete set of arbitrary functions. 
a. = coefficients of the expansion, that will be de­
termined by the calculation. 
t = cut-off number. 
Experimental and theoretical support of the proposed 
code can be found in detail in a paper by Di Cola and Ro-
ta' 1'. 
(1) G.DI COLA and A.ROTA - Nucí. Sci. and Eng. 23,344,(1965) 
Manuscript received on April 28, I966. 
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2. OUTLINE OF THE CODE 
The Relative Deviation Minimization Method ( R D M M ) 
suggests to choose, as solution of the problem, the flux 
that minimize the quadratic form 
2 
n 
!(t,alf at) =2^ 
1 x 
A. ­/ CT. (E)ípt(E) dE 
A. 
ι 
with the condition t<n. 
A second feature of the code is the determination of 
the standard deviation on the resulting flux, as function 
of the standard deviation on the activation rates and on 
the data of cross­sections. A limitation is that the stan­
dard deviation on the cross­sections can be expressed only 
in the form: 
O", (E) - <*. σ. (E) 
with cK . = cost. 
ι 
Care should be taken to read correctly the output da­
ta in order to choose, as solution of the problem under 
study, the best approximation. 
3. SOME REMARKS ON THE USE OF THE CODE 
A correct running of the code requires the knowledge 
of the limitations described in the following: 
3.1 Sets of the ψ functions 
The UJ(E) functions must belong to a class that can be 
described by the general formula: 
Tk(E) = ¿ j Yi*3"1 
This class includes, for instance, the Laguerre polyno­
mials, the Chebyshew polynomials, the Legendre polynomials, 
- 3 -
and so on. The use of trigonometric functions is not al­
lowed without a suitable change in a part of the code. 
The functions ψ must belong to a set of complete 
functions and it is better if they are normalized. This 
last condition is not strictly necessary. 
3.2 Activation rates and scale factors 
According to their definition, the activation ra­
tes are usually very small numbers, (e.g. A^ = 4.10" 
10 2 
for a fast flux, above 0.5 MeV, of 5.10 n/(cm sec)) 
Numerical reasons require that these numbers are in 
the range (order of magnitude) 10 *- 10' . It is then ne­
cessary to work with the A. reduced by a suitable scale 
factor, that must be recalled when the results are read. 
The cross-sections are given in mb and it follows 
-27 2 ' that the flux is actually expressed in n/(10 cm sec 
+c MeV). If a scale factor of 10 is used for the activa-
27-c tion rates, the scale factor 10 ' must be applied to the 
results in order to obtain differential flux values in the 
2 usual unity, n/(cm sec MeV), and integral flux values in 
n/(cm sec). 
4· DESCRIPTION OF THE FORTRAN PROGRAM 
4.1 General information 
RDMM has been written in FORTRAN IV or MAP language. 
It consists of a MAIN program and 10 subroutines. 
Data transfer to and from subroutines is obtained both 
through COMMON and explicite arguments, as the case requires, 
4·2 Subroutines 
1 INPUT reads the input data and transforms them in the 
- 4 
way required for the processing. It writes the 
data of the problem. 
—F 
2 PESI defines the W(E) in the form e . If the use of 
a different weighting function is required, this 
subroutine must be suitably changed. 
Τ 
3 MTRIX calculates the elements of the matrices S and R R 
defined in formulas (3) and (11) of reference (1). 
4 ABC performs an approximate evaluation of an integral 
of the form 
ƒ f(x) dx 
a 
by the η-point Newton-Cotes integration formulas, 
with η variable from 2 to '7. 
5 SIMH calculates the inverse of a given matrix. 
6 FLXCAL calculates the differential and integral neutron 
fluxes as in formula (5) or reference (1). 
7 RNG performs a transformation of random numbers to ob­
tain statistically independent parameters. 
8 CAS computes a random number by using a congruential 
method. 
9 AVERAG calculates the mean and the standard deviation of 
a given frequency distribution. 
10 CØE reads, normalized and prints the coefficients b. 
J 
(see 3.1). This routine now refers to Laguerre 
polynominals. 
4.3 Input description 
The following table contains the list of the input cards. 
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NS = number of detectors: n 
NP = number of points in which 
the (J [Έ.) are tabulated 
NPP= step of the print-out re­
sults. 
MIN = minimum t 
MAX = maximum t (¡ζη) 
Number of Montecarlo hystories 
for each approximation order. 
If NHIS (I) = 0 no error eva­
luation is performed for t­I 
E(l)= the first energy value 
in which the CT. (E) are tabu­
lated (MeV). Η = step of the 








NS blocks of data cards, for I = 1, NS as follows 
SIGNME(I) Name of detector (6 characters) 
Cross sections of the detector 




NS data cards, for I = 1, NS, as follows: 
A(I),SA(I), 
SV(I) 
A= Activation rate 
SA= Relative standard error on 
the A 
SV= Relative standard error on 
the SIGMA. 
3E10.6 
MAX cards, for 1 = 1 , MAX, as fdlows: 
CF(J,I) CF = coefficients of the poly­
nomial forms (J=1,I) 
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4.4 Output description 
The first paa;e contains: 
- The title of the problem. 
- The coefficients b. of the functions '-J. (see 3.1) 
.1 :. k 
- The activation rates, its relative standard devia­
tions and the cross-section relative standard de­
viations.. 
- The "cut-off" numbers of the series expansion and 
the number of the Monte-Carlo hystories required. 
In the pa_res that follow the results of the computa­
tion are listed. For each cut-off number one or two pages 
are printed. The first one contains: 
- The list of the numbers: 
I <r. cpk dE i = 1, n 
_J i_l k = cut-off number A. ι 
These numbers tend to 1 as cp tends to CP . 
- The value of the Quadratic form Q (see form (1) 
- The value of φ = J Cp (E) dE 
- The table„of the actual values of Cp (E) 
A second pae;e is printed only if a statistical analy­
sis on the results is required. This page contains all the 
information concerning this analysis on integral and diffe­
rential neutron fluxes. 
RDMM PAIN 
EXTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER SOURCE STATEMENT 
¡ .8 /15/65 
INTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER!S) 
NUMBER ***,I2,4H ***,////,IH ,1 
DIMENSION V<10) 
DIMENSION AV(141 ),SD(141 ) 
DIMENSION A<10),E(141),NHIS(10),SA(1Û),SIGNME(10),SV(10)(TN(10)tVV DIMENSION CA(10,141),CF(10,10),S(10,10),SIGMA(K,141),T(10,1 O),ΤΙ< 110,10) COMMON MIN,MAX.NG,NS,NP,NPP,H COMMON A,E,NHI5,SA,SIGNME,SV,TN,VV,W COMMON CA,CF,S,SIGMA,T,TI DIMENSION FI(1 UI),FXT(150),FLX(150,3 100 FORMAT (lHl,30X,26HAPPROXIMATION 10X.5HCHECK,//) 101 FORMAT (14X»3HQ =,E10.3,33H - INTEGRAL FLUX ABOVE .5 MEV =,E1J.3 1,//,IH ,4X,lHE,7X,2HFI,8X,lHE,7X,2HFI,8X,1HE,7X,2HFI,8X,1HE,7X,2HF 2I,8X,1HE,7X,2HFI,//) 102 FORMAT (tlH ,5(F7.2,E 11.3))) 103 FORMAT (1H1 ,28X,22HSTATISTICAL ANALISYS (,13,1 IH HI STORIES),//) 104 FORMAT (IH ,8H INT.FLX,E 10.3,7H MEAN, E 10. 3, UH +0-,E10,3,6H ¡</0 1,F6.2,4H (,E1Ö.3,2H -,E10.3,1H)) 105 FORMAT (//»IH ,64H E / NEUTRON FLUX STANDARD DEVIAT. 1 68 PER CENT,//,67H (MEV) CALCUL« MONTECARLO ABSOLUTE R 2ELAT. CONFIDENCE INT·,//) 106 FORMAT (IH ,F6.2,3E11.3,F8.3,2E11·3) 107 FORMAT (1H0,10X,A6,F8.3) 108 FORMAT (///) 
CALL INPUT KP=NP/NPP+1 CALL MTRIX DO 1 K=1,KP L=K*NPP-(NPP-1 ) E(K)=E(L) 1 CONTINUE DO 12 NG=MIN,MAX WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 0 ) NG CALL S IMH(T ,T I ,NG,1 ) FLXCAL(FI ,FLXINT,V) 
MAIN 
C QÎ !S L DO 3 C=0 DO 2 
K=1,NS 
Q.FLXINT ( E ( I ) , F I ( I ) , I = 1 , K P ) 
4 5 
- _ L=1,NG C=C+SIK,L)*VIL) WRITE (6,107)SIGNME(K),C Q_Q+(1.-C)**2 WRITE (6,108) WRITE (6,101) WRITE (6.102) NHS=NHIS(NG) IF(NHS>4,4,5 GO TO 12 CONTINUE DO 8 NN=1,NHS CALL RNG(A,SA,NS) CALL RNG(VV,SV,NS)· DO 6 1-1,NS 
.1 ,2 ,-3 ,4 ,5 ,6 \l 
, 1 ■'< ,13 ,14 .15 ,16 ,17 ,18 ,19 ,21 ,24 ,26 ,28 ,31 ,36 ,37 







,20 ,22 ,25 ,27 ,29 ,32 
,23 
,3v , ¿3 r34 45 
RDMM MAIN EXTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER SOURCE STATEMENT 




A(I)=A(I)/VV(I ) CONTINUE CALL FLXCAL(W,WW,V) DO 7 K=1,KP FLX(NN,K)=W(K) 
CONTINUE FXT(NN)=fcW 
CONTINUE DO 9 K=l,KP CALL AVERAG(FLX(1,K),NHS,AV(K),SD(K)) 
CONTINUE CALL AVERAG(FXT,NHS,TFM,SDIF) WRITE (6,103) NHS S1=SDIF/TFM S2=TFM-SDIF S3=TFM+SDIF WRITE (6,104) FLXINT,TFM,SDIF,S1,S2,S3 
WRITE (6,105) DO 10 K=1,KP S1=SD(K)/AV(K) S2=AV(K)-SD(K) S3=AV(K)+SD(K) , „ _ WRITE (6,106) E(K),FI(K),AV(K),SD(K),S1,S2,S3 
CONTINUE DO 11 I=1,NS A(I)=1. CONTINUE 
CONTINUE STOP END 
44 45 47 4 8 4 9 b 
_5 5 6 57 59 ó 
6 5 64 
6 5 66 
6 9 71 72 
7 5 74 75 78 8. ül 














KUHI"! IN PU I 
EXTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER SOURCE STATEMENT 
UÖ/ IS/ÖS INTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER(S) 
SUBROUTINE INPUT 
DIMENSION A(10),E(141),NHIS(1 J),SA(10),SIGNME(1 K 10) ,W( 141 ) DIMENSION CA(10,141),CF(10,10),S(10,10),SIGMA(1 110,10) COMMON MIN,MAX,NG,NS,NP,NPP,H COMMON A,E,NHIS,SA,SIGNME,SV,TN,VV,W COMMON CA,CF,S,SIGMA,T,TI DIMENSION RCRD1(12),RCRD2(12) 1 FORMAT (12A6) 2 FORMAT (1H1,2CX,12A6,////,1H ,20X,12A6,/////) 3 FORMAT (1016) 4 FORMAT (3E10.6) 5 FORMAT (5F10.3) 7 FORMAT (IH /// 1 IH ,6X,4HDATA//1H0,13X,41HDETECT0R ACTIV.RATE 10/0 SIGMA) 8 FORMAT (1H0,13X,A6,E13.4,F8.3,F11.3) ~ FORMAT (////»IH ) ΙΟΧ,ΙΟΗ 
),SV(10),TN(10),VV 
, 141 ),Τ(1ϋ,1ϋ) ,ΤΚ 
INPUT 
O/O A 
10 FORMAT ( IHPOL. ORDER,13,15H NUMB. OF HIS.,14) 
11 
12 
READ ( 5 . 1 ) RCRD1.RCRD2 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 ) RCRD1,RCRD2 
READ ( 5 , 3 ) NS,NP,NPP 
READ ( 5 , 3 ) MIN,MAX 
READ ( 5 , 3 ) ( N H I S ( I ) , I = M I N , M A X ) 
READ ( 5 , 4 ) E d ) , Η 
DO 11 K=2,NP 
E ( K ) = E ( K - 1 ) + H 
DO 12 1=1 .NS 
READ ( 5 , 1 ) S I G N M E ( I ) 
READ ( 5 , 5 ) ( S I G M A d , J ) , J = 1 , N P ) 
READ ( 5 , 4 ) ( ( A ( I ) , S A ( I ) , S V ( I ) ) , 1 = 1 , N S ) 
DO 13 1=1 ,NS 
DO 13 J = 1 , N P 
13 S I G M A d , J ) = S I G M A ( I , J ) / A ( I ) 
CALL COE(MAX,CF) 
CALL P E S I ( W , E , N P ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 7 ) 
( 6 , 8 ) ( ( S I G N M E ( I ) , A ( I ) , S A ( I > , S V ( I ) ) , I 
( 6 , 9 ) 














, 1 2 
, 1 6 
, 2 1 
, 2 4 
, 2 5 
, 2 7 
, 2 8 
, 3 1 
, 3 7 
, 4 2 
, 4 3 
, 4 4 
, 4 7 
, 4 8 
, 4 9 
, 5 1 
, 5 6 
, 5 8 
, 6 3 
, 6 4 
, 6 6 




, 1 3 
, 1 7 
, 2 2 
, 2 6 
, 2 9 
, 3 2 
, 5 0 
, 5 2 
, 5 7 
, 5 9 




, 1 4 
, 1 8 
, 2 3 
, 3 0 
, 3 3 
, 5 3 
, 6 j 
, 1 0 
, 1 5 
, 1 9 
, 3 4 
, 5 4 
, 6 1 
Π 
,35 
, 3 8 , 3 9 , 4 0 , 4 1 
, 4 5 , 4 6 
, 5 5 
, 6 2 
, 36 
RDMM PESI EXTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER SOURCE STATEMENT C8/15/65 INTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER«S) 







RDMM MTRIX EXTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER SOURCE STATEMENT 08/15/65 INTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER(S) 
SUBROUTINE MTRIX DIMENSION A(10),E(141),NHIS(10),SA(10),SIGNME(10),SV(10),TN(10),VV 1(10),W(141) DIMENSION CA(10,141),CF(10,1ΰ),S(10,10),SIGMA(lv,141),T(10,10),ΤΙ( 110,10) COMMON MIN,MAX.NG,NS,NP,NPP,H COMMON A,E,NHIS,SA,SIGNME,SV,TN,VV,W COMMON CA,CF.S,SIGMA,Τ,TI DIMENSION V(14l) 
NG=MAX DO 2 1=1,NG DO 2 J=1,NP POL=Û. DO 1 K=1,I K1=I­K+1 POL=POL*E(J)+CF(K1,I) CA(I,J)=POL*W(J) 
MTRIX 
/ DO 5 K=l ,NG DO 5 1=1,NS DO 3 J=1,NP V(J)=SIGMA(I,J)*CA(K,J) S(I,K)=ABC(NP,5,H,V) DO 6 J=1,NG DO 6 K=1,NG T(J,K)=0 DO 6 L=1,NS T(J,K)=T(J,K)+S(L,J)*S(L,K) RETURN END 
,1 •Λ lì 
9 






25 »_< 27 
RDMM ABC C 8/15/65 
EXTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER - SOURCE STATEMENT - INTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER!S) 
FUNCTION ABC(NP,MP,H,Y) DIMENSION S(7,7),D{7),Y(300 ) 
D A T A ( ( S ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 7 ) , 1 = 2 , 7 ) / Ι . , Ι . , Ο . , ϋ ο , Ο . , Ο ο . O i , 
1 1 . , 4 . , 1 . , 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 
2 1 . , 3 . , 3 . t l · , 0 · , 0 . , 0 . , 
3 7 . , 3 2 . , 1 2 . , 3 2 . , 7 . , 0 . , 0 . , 
4 1 9 . , 7 5 . , 5 0 . , 5 0 . , 7 5 . , 1 9 . , 0 . , 
5 4 1 . , 2 1 6 . , 2 7 . , 2 7 2 . , 2 7 . , 2 1 6 . , 4 1 . / 
DATA ( D ( I ) , 1 = 2 , 7 ) / . 5 , . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 , . 3 7 5 , . 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 , . 0 1 7 3 6 1 1 1 , . 0 0 7 1 4 2 8 6 / 




M = N I / M I , 3 
K = N I - M I * N 
MM=0 , 6 
DO 1 1=1,M , 7 
W=0 , 8 
DO 2 J=1 ,MP , 9 
JM=MM+J , 1, : 
2 W = W + S ( M P , J ) * Y ( JM) , 1 1 , 1 2 
Z=Z+W , 1 3 
1 MM=JM-1 , 1 4 , 1 5 
Z = Z*D(MP) 
, 1 6 
I F ( K ) 3 , 3 , 4 , 1 7 
4 KP=K + 1 , 18 
W=0 , 1 9 
DO 5 J = 1 , K P , 2 ' 
JM=MM+J , 2 1 
5 W=W+S(KP,J )«Y(JM) , 2 2 , 2 3 
Z=Z+W«D(KP) 
, 2 4 
, 2 5 ABC=Z»H 
RETURN , 2 6 
END 
» _7 
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EXTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER SOURCE STATEMENT 
08/15/65 INTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER!S) 
1 
SUBROU 
D I ME N S K 10) ,w 
D I ME N S 
110,10) COMMON COMMON COMMON DIMENS DO 1 J TN(J ) = DO 1 K TN(J ) = DO 2 K V(K)=0 DO 2 I V(K)=V DO 3 I FI(I ) = DO 3 L Fid ) = FLXINT K=0 
DO 4 I K = K+1 FI(K)= RETURN END 
TINE FLXCALIFI.FLXINT,V) 
ION A(10),E(141),NHIS(10),SA(1J),SIGNME(1 ),SV(10),TN(10),VV 
( 141 ) 
ION CA(10,141),CF(10,10),S(10,lJ),SICMA(1. , 141),T(10,lJ),TI( 
MIN,MAX,NG,NS,NP,Npo,H A,E,NHIS,SA,S1GNME,_V,TN,VV,W CA,CF,S,SIGMAVT.TI ION FI(141),V(10) = 1 ,NG 0. 
= 1 ,NS 
TN(J)+S(K,J)*A(K) 
= 1 ,NG 
= 1 .NG 
(K)+TI(K,I)*TN(I) = 1 ,NP 0. = 1,NG Fill)+CA(L,I)*V(L) 
= ABC(NP­5,5,H,Fn6) ) 
= 1 ,ΝΡ,ΝΡΡ 
F i d ) 
FLXCAL 1 
0 £_ 
4 7 8 9 
1 13 14 IS 16 19 









RDMM RNG 08/15/65 
EXTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER ­ SOURCE STATEMENT ­ INTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER(S) 









BINARY CARD ID. CAS 0( 00000 00001 00002 00003 00004 00005 
00006 00007 00010 0001 1 00012 00013 00014 
00016 00017 00020 00021 
1 00000 0774 00 0020 00 0634 00 0634 00 0634 00 1 00000 0560 00 0200 00 4600 00 0500 00 0763 00 0300 00 060 1 60 
)o; 0 4 4 4 4 4 7 0 0 
0 0 0 0 4 
ooooooooo: 
? 
00003 00000 00001 04000 00 020 00000 00001 00016 00017 00016 00022 00033 00023 00003 00015 
535 000000037035 OOOOOOOOO« 300 232162606060 
BINARY CARD ID. CAS OOOi 
00022 00023 
i 
000000000200 20000000C000 00000 
10001 10000 10000 1001 1 10001 1001 1 10001 10001 10001 10001 10001 10000 10001 10000 
10000 υ 10000 χ 10000 10000 




STQ CLA LLS FAD STO* RETURN OCT OCT »LDIR 
U 




EXTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER SOURCE STATEMENT 
08/15/65 INTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER(S) 








EXTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER SOURCE STATEMENT 
08/15/65 INTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER!S) 



















SAMPLE PROBLEM EXP. DATA ISPRA 1 REACTOR 3.7 MW 









































































POL. POL. POL. POL. POL. 
CRCER CRCER CRDER CRCER CRCER 
4 5 6 7 8 
NUMB. NUMB. NUMB. NUMB. NUMB. 
OF OF OF OF OF 






















Q = Ü.328E­01 ­ INTEGRAL FLUX AEOVE .5 MEV = Q.355E 01 




140E 02 146 E­Gu 187 E­Ol 0.592E­C2 0.873E­C3 0.821E­04 
0.50 3.00 5.50 8.00 10.50 13.00 
FI 
0.619E 01 0.557E­Ü1 0. 164E­Ol C.422E­02 0.563 E­O3 0.483E­04 
E FI 
1.00 0.262E 01 3«38 
. j '.· 
6. 8.50 11.00 13.50 
0.284 E­O 1 0.136E­01 0.293E­02 0.357E­03 Ü.276E­04 
1.50 4.00 6.50 9.00 11.50 14.00 
FI 
G.105E 01 Q.219E­01 0.107E­01 0.199E­02 0.223E­03 0.153E­04 
2.00 4.50 7.00 9.50 12.00 
FI 
0.401E­00 6.203E­01 0.809E­02 U.133E­Û2 Ü.137E­03 
STATISTICAL ANALISYS (150 HISTORIES) 
INT.FLX 0.355E 01 MEAN Ü.356E Ol + 0 - 0 .238E-00 0/0 U . \J ( 0..332E Ol ­ 0.380E 01) 
NELTRON FLUX STANDARD DEVIAT. 
4 .00 
CALCUL. MONTECARLO ABSOLUTE RELAT. 
0. 0. Q. 
0. 140E 02 Q. 619E Λ 1 fl.262E 0. 105E 0 Q.4G1E­CQ Mimi 
0.284E­0 0.219E­0 0.203E­0 187E­0 164E­0 136E­0 107E­0 0.809E­02 0.592E­Q2 Q.422E­02 0. 293E­0 2 0. 199E­0 2 0. 133E­02 Õc873E­C3 0. 563E­03 0.357E­03 0.223E­02 C. 137E­02 Q.821E­U4 0.483E­04 C. 276E­C4 0. 153E­04 
31 ï 
»i _> 
C.141E ;.621E 0.263E C.106E 0.402E Q.146E C.559E 
02 01 01 01 00 00 01 86E­01 
V 1 C.220E-Ç.204E-
(1.165E-0.136E-0.107E-0 . 8 1 IE· 0.593E-Ç.422E· 0.293E-G.199E-C.133E 0.871E 0.562E 0.356E C.222E C.136E 0.813E-
9 
-Ol -Ol •Ol •Ol •02 •02 •02 •02 -02 - 0 2 C 03 Π3 03 03 03 
v . u , ο _ - 0 4 Õ.476E-04 04 04 ■w . _ I I _ C.149E 
0.158E Ol Q.590E 00 0 .196E-00 0 .582E-01 0 .247E-01 0 .166E-01 Û.995E-02 0 .518E-02 Û.317E-02 3 .277E-02 0 .246E-02 0 .197E-02 •142E-02 •943E-0 3 0.574E-O3 0 .328E-03 Ö.195E-03 Ü.151E-03 C.143E-03 .135E-03 . 121E-03 U.1u4E-03 C.853E-04 0 .679E-04 0 .527E-04 O.4OOE-04 0.298E-O4 C.219E-04 0 .159E-04 
8 
C.113 0 .095 C O 74 0 .055 . 0 6 1 14 78 0 . 0 . 
o . 
0 . 0 . 1 0 . " S 
81 44 36 31 19 05 C.088 C.071 0.055 0.046 C.Û5.2 0.072 0.102 .139 .185 Û.24C 0.306 0.388 G.492 0.626 0.808 1.068 
î 
68 PER CENT 
CONFIDENCE INT. 
0.125E 02 0.562E 01 0.243E 01 0.999E 00 0.377E­QO 0.129E­O0 
0.46JE­01 Ù.234E­01 0.188E­01 0.176E­Û1 0.164E­Q1 0.145E­01 0.122E­Û1 0.978E­Û2 0.754E­02 0.561E­02 Ú.403E­Ü2 0.278E­02 0.185E­02 0.119E­02 0.75OE­03 U.458E­03 0.270E­03 0.154E­03 C.829E­04 Q.413E­Q4 Û.178E­04 0.52UE­05 ­0.102E­05 




















Q = 0.220 E-Ol INTEGRAL FLUX ABOVE .5 MEV = 0.371E 01 
2¡50 5.CO 7.50 10.OC 12.50 
FI 
Q.162E Ç2 ó. 138E-CO 0.198E-01 0.530E-Ç2 0.956E-C3 0.174E-C3 
0.5C 3.00 5.50 8.00 10.50 13.00 
FI 
0.680E Ol C.568 E-Ol 0. 163E-01 0.380E-Ü2 0.677E-Ü3 0.124E-Û3 
1.00 3.50 6. 00 8.50 11.00 13.50 
FI 
0.273E CI 0.329E-01 0.129E-01 0.271E-02 Ù.480E-03 0.889E-Ú4 
FI FI 
1.50 4.CO 6.50 9.CO 11.50 14.00 
0.104E 01 0.261E-01 0.983E-02 Û.191E-02 0.342E-03 0.635E-04 
2.00 4.50 7.00 9.50 12.00 
Ü.380E-00 C.229E-01 0.729E-02 0.135E-02 0.243E-03 
INT.FLX CÍ.371E Ol 
STATISTICAL ANALISYS (150 HISTORIES) 
MEAN 0.372E 01 +0­ 0.407E­00 O/O 0.11 ( 0.332E Ol ­ 0.413E Ol) 
(MEV) 
0. 0.5C 1.00 1.50 2.OC 2·5δ 





0. 162E 0.680E 0.273E 0. 1Ü4E 
02 Ol 0 1 Ol 0.38ÛE­00 0. 138E­Q0 0. 568E­01 S 329E­0 1 _ 261 E­Ol Q. 229E­Ü1 0. 198E­C1 0. 163E­0 1 C. 129E­C1 0.983E­02 O.729E­02 0.530E­02 Q. 380E­;2 0.271E­02 0. 191E­C2 O. 135E­02 0.956E­C3 0.677E­C3 0.480E­C3 0.342E­C3 0.243E­02 0. 174E­0 2 0. 124E­03 0. 889E­Ç4 0.635E­04 
0.161E 02 Ö.680E 01 0.274E 01 C.105E Jl C.3 86E­00 0.139E­0Û Ö.568E­01 0.323E­01 0.254E­01 C.224E­01 0.195E­01 0.162E­Û1 C.129E­Ol 0.985E­02 C.733E­02 0.535E­02 0.384E­02 C.273E­02 0.193E­02 0.136E­02 0.959E­03 Γ.676Ε­03 G.4 77E­03 C.337E­03 Û.239E­03 0.170E­Ü3 0.121E­03 0.057E­04 Q.6C9E­04 
0.495E Jl 142E 01 0 .299E-00 Ü.699E-01 0 .530E-01 0 .24 4 E— Ol 0 .10 ΙΕ -O l Ο . Π 4 Ε - 0 1 0 . 1 1 E-Ol Q.671E-02 C.358E-02 0 .214E-02 0 .215Ε-υ2 C.217E-02 0.188E-O2 / 0 . 1 4 2 E - 0 2 0 .934E-03 0 .518E-03 G.224E-03 0 .146E-03 Ü.223E-03 C.275E-03 0 .287E-03 Q.273E-03 0.243E-O3 0.208E-O3 C.171E-03 0 .138E-03 
0 . 1 ' J 8 E - 0 3 
DEVIAT. 
RELAT. 
0.307 Ü.2G8 û.109 0 .066 0 .137 0 .175 0 .178 0 .353 0 .398 0 .299 0 .184 0 .132 0 .167 0 .2 2 1 0 .257 0 .266 0 .243 0 .190 0 . 116 0 .107 Õ.233 0 .406 0 .602 0 .809 1.018 1.224 1.421 1.606 1.775 
68 PER CENT 
CONFIDENCE INT. 
0.112E 02 0.538E Ol Ú.244E Ol 0 .985E 00 0 .333 E-Ου 0.115E-QO 0 .467E-01 Ú.209 E-Ol 0 .153E-01 0 .157 E-Ol 0 .159E-O l 0 .141 E-Ol Û.107E-01 0 .767E-02 0 .545E-02 0 .392E-02 0 .291E-02 0 .221E-02 0 .171E-02 Û.122E-02 Û.736E-03 0 .401E-03 0 .190 E-O3 0 .646E-04 -0 .436E-05 -0 .381E-04 •0.5Û8E-04 -C.519E-Ö4 •0 .472E-04 
0.21 IE 02 C.821E 01 0.304E 01 0.112E 01 0.439E­00 Q.164E­00 Q.669E­Q1 0.437E­Ô1 0.356E­Û1 0.291E­01 Q.231 E­O 1 0.183E­01 Û.15CE­01 C.12CE­01 0.921E­02 0.677E­02 0.477E­02 0.325E­02 0.216E­02 0.151E­02 0.118E­02 0.95CE­03 0.764E­03 0.61CE­03 0.482E­03 Ò.377E­03 0.292E­03 0.223E­03 0.169E­03 


















0. 2.50 5.00 7.50 10.00 12.50 
= 0.321E­01 ­ INTEGRAL FLUX ABOVE .5 MEV = 0.362E 01 
FI 
152E 02 142E­C0 .193E­C1 ..550E­02 0.935E­C3 0.145E­C3 
π O · 50 3.00 5.50 8.00 10.50 13.00 
FI 
0.65 IE Ol 0.573E­01 Q.162E­01 Q.394E­02 C.645E­03 1.000E­04 
1.00 3.50 6.00 8.50 11.00 13.50 
FI 
0.267E Gl Q.318E­Û1 'D.130E­01 3.279E­C2 Û.444E­03 0.691E­04 
FI 
1.50 4.CO 6.50 
9.00 11.50 14.00 
0.104E Ol 0.247E­01 U.101E­01 
0.195E­02 0.305E­03 0.479E­04 
2.00 4.50 7.00 9.50 12.00 
FI 
0.388E­Ü0 Q.219E­01 0.753E­02 Ü.135E­02 0.210E­03 
INT.FLX 0.362E Cl 
STATISTICAL ANALISYS (150 HISTORIES) 




Q.50 1.0Q 1.5Õ 2.00 2 ·50 3.0Ö 3 .50 4 .00 4 .50 5 .00 5.5C 6.OC 6.50 7.00 7.50 8.00 ?:3S 
9.50 10.00 10.50 11.00 11.50 12.00 ulìù 13.50 14.00 
NELTRON FLUX STANDARD DEVIAT. 
CALCUL. MONTECARLO ABSOLUTE RELAT. 
68 PER CENT 
CONFIDENCE INT. 
0. 152E 02 Q.65 IE 01 Ô.267E Öl 0. 104E 01 C.388E­C0 Q. 142E­00 0.573E­C1 0.318E­C1 0.247E­C1 0.219E­Q1 0. 193E­Ò1 0. 162E­01 0.­130E­01 Q. 101E­G1 C.753E­Ö2 0.550E­C2 0.394E­02 Q.279E­C2 0. 195E­02 0. 135E­C2 Q.935E­03 645E­Q3 444E­03 
0.305E­03 C.210E­03 0. 145E­03 1.CÖÜE­04 •691E­Q4 •479E­04 
0.152E C.649E C.267E 0.104E C.389E 




. 143E-00 - . 5 7 7 E - 0 1 0 .319E-01 Ç.247E-01 Q.219E-01 0.193E-Ö1 0 .163E-01 0 .131E-01 Q.101E-01 0 .757E-02 G.554E-02 Q.398E-02 0.281E-Q2 0 .197E-02 0 .137E-02 0 .945E-03 Q.651E-03 0 .448E-03 C.308E-03 0 .212E-03 Q.146E-03 0 .100E-03 Q.693E-04 0.479E-O4 
0.374E 0.111E 0.264E-0.693E-0.421E-C.222E-0.121E-C.982E-0.770E-0.515E-0.327E-0.250E-0.226E-0.198E-Ö.158E-0.112E-0 .70 6E-Ô.380E-0.187E-0.171E-0.22ÖE-0.246E-Ö.245E-0.226E-0.198E-Ç. Í66E-C.136E-0.108E-0.842E-
01 01 •00 •01 •01 31 
•02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 •02 •03 03 •03 03 •03 •03 •03 •03 •03 03 •03 •03 •04 
0.246 C.170 C.C99 0.066 0.108 8:iW 
C.308 0 .312 0 .235 0 .170 0 .154 0 .173 0 .196 0 .208 0 .202 0 .177 0 .135 0 .095 0 .125 0 .233 0 .377 0 .546 0 .733 0 .933 1.141 1.350 1.558 1.759 
0 . 114E 02 0.539E 01 3.240E 01 Û.975E 00 0 .347E-00 O· 120E-ÕC υ .455Ε-01 0 .220Ε-01 0 .170E-01 0 .167Ε-01 0 . 1 6 i E - g i 0 .137E-01 0 .108E-01 G.812E-Õ2 0 .600Ε-02 0 .442E-02 0.327E-C2 0.243E-Q2 'J.178E-C2 Ó.120E-02 0 .726E-03 0.4Q6E-03 G.203E-03 0 .822E-04 0 .142E-04 ■Q.205E-Q4 -0 .352E-04 •Ö.387E-04 •0 .363E-04 



















0. 2.50 5.00 7.50 10. CO 12.50 
/« 
S •i 0 
D Λ 
C = 0.324Ε­01 ­ INTEGRAL FLUX ABOVE .5 MEV = 0.366E 01 
FI E FI E FI E FI 
15 7E 02 141E­00 194E­C1 546E­02 947E­03 147E­03 
FI 
0 . 50 7 ¡i A 
5.50 8.00 10.50 13.00 
0.663E 01 0.575Ε­Öl 0. 162E­01 0.392E­02 Ó.655E­03 0. 101 E­O 3 
1.00 3.50 6.00 8.50 η . og 13.50 
0.269E Ol 
0.324 E­O 1 j. 129E­Ol J.278E­02 Ü.452E­G3 0.697E­04 
1.50 
4.00 6.50 9. CO 11­50 14.00 
0.104E 01 0.252E­C1 
0.998E­02 0.196E­02 Ü.311E­C3 C.479E­04 
2.00 
4.50 7.00 9.50 12.00 
0.385E­00 
0.222E­Ol 0.746E­02 Ü.136E­02 0.214E­03 
INT.FLX ^.356E Cl 
STATISTICAL ANALISYS (150 HISTORIES) 
MEAN 0.359E 01 +0- 0.383E-00 0/0 0.11 ( 0.320E 01 - 0.397E 01) 
E 
(MEV) 
C. 0.50 1.00 1.5C 2.OC 2.50 3. OC 3.50 
4. CO 4.50 5.00 5.50 
6. OC 6.50 7.00 7. 50 
8. OC 8.50 9.00 9.50 

















0. 167Ε 0.661 Ε 257Ε 
991Ε ,384Ε-00 
670É-01 348E-C1 228Ε-0 1 181Ε-:ΐ 157E­Ç1 139Ε­0 1 .121Ε­01 0. 1C2E­0 1 
ο.ε 30E­O 2 
0.652Ε­02 0.4 92Ε­0 2 0.3 57Ε­0 2 0.24 8E­Ö2 ' 164Ε­02 101Ε­22 569E­Õ3 270 E­O 3 774Ε­04 ­372Ε­04 0.983Ε­04 0. 124Ε­03 0. 120Ε­0 3 0. 120 E ­03 
Oo 
0. 0 . 
Oo 
- 0 
0 .1 65E 02 0.662E 01 0.260E 01 C.100E Ol 0 .383E-00 0 .150E-00 Q. 649E-O 1 0 .347E-01 0 .240E-O l 0 .196E-01 0 .169E-01 0 .146E-01 0 .124E-O l 0 .102E-01 0 .807E-02 C.621E-02 C.463E-02 C.334E-02 C.232E-02 0 .155E-02 0 .990E-03 0 .591E-03 0.32OE-03 0 .143E-03 0 .338E-04 -0 .286E-04 -C.602E-04 -0.721E-O4 -0 .724E-04 
0.713E 0.116E 0.433E-0 .191 E 0.427E 0.590E Q.418E 0.142E C.128E 0.184E 0.162E 0.TJ3E 0.429E C.190E 0.381E C.462E 0.433E 0.340E 0.227E 0.119E 0.349E C.417E 0 .8J8E 0.102E 0 . 1 IOE G.107E 0 .98 IE 0 .86 IE 0.731E 
"Π Ol 00 -π 0 -01 -Ol -Ol -Ol -Ol -Ol -01 ■01 
- 0 2 •02 •02 -02 •02 -02 •υ 2 •02 -03 -03 -03 -υ 2 -02 -02 -03 -03 -03 
0.433 0 .175 0 .166 0 .190 C. I l l 0 .393 0 .645 3 .410 0 .532 0 .939 0 .955 0 . 7 0 1 0 .347 0 .188 0 .473 0 .745 0 .935 1.020 0 .977 0 .768 0 .352 0 .706 2 .526 7 .160 32 .413 37.345 •16.311 •11.945 •10.089 
0.933E 01 C.546E Cl 0.217E Ol 0.813E 00 0.341E­00 9 10E­Ui 
0­23y|:g1 Í:L.._ 0. 205 Ε­0.112E­01 Ü.119E­02 0.757E­Q3 0.438E­02 0.809 E­O2 0.82 5E­Q2 0.425E­Q2 0.158E­Ö2 0.302E­03 ­0.673E­04 0.527E­Q4 0.360E­03 U.641E­03 0.174E­03 ­0.488E­Ö3 ­0.881E­03 ­0.106E­02 ­0.1 JOE­O2 ­0.1Ö4E­02 ­0.934E­03 ­0.803E­03 
0.236E 02 0.778E 01 0.304E 01 0.119E 01 0.426E­00 G.20 9E­00 kkt-i'i 
0.368E­01 0.38CE­01 0.331E­Q1 0.249E­Ô1 0.167E­01 0.121E­01 Q.119E­01 0.108E­01 0.895E­02 0.674E­02 0.459E­O2 0.275E­02 0.134E­02 Õ.101E­Q2 Ö.113E­02 0.117E­02 0.113E­02 0. 104E­02 0.921E­03 0.789E­03 0.658E­03 
383 LINES CLTPUT THIS JOB. 

CHECK 


















Q = O.330E­01 ­ INTEGRAL FLUX ABOVE .5 MEV = 0.356E 01 
FI E FI E FI E FI FI 
0. 
2.50 5.00 7.50 10.00 12.50 
0.167E 02 
0.153E­0U A.157E­C1 0.652E­32 0.101E­02 ­O.983E­04 
0.50 
3.00 5.50 8.00 13.50 13.00 
0.661E 01 
0.670E­01 0.139E­01 0.492E­02 0.569E­03 ­0.124E­U3 
1.00 
3.50 6.00 8.50 11.00 13.50 
0.257E 01 
0.34 8E­01 0.121E­01 0.357E­02 0.270E­03 ­O.128E­03 
1.50 
4.00 6.50 9.Co 11.50 14.00 
0.991E 00 0.228E­01 0.102E­Û1 0.248E­02 0.774E­04 ­0.123E­03 
2.00 4.50 7.CO 9.50 12.00 
0.384E­00 0.181E­01 0.830E­02 0.164E­02 ­0.372E­04 
INT.FLX >.366E Ol 
STATISTICAL 
MEAN 0.364E 1 +0-
ANALISYS (150 HISTORIES) 
0.287E-CO O/O 0.08 ( 0.335E Ol 0.393E Ol) 
E NELTRON FLUX STANDARD DEVIAT. 
(MEV) CALCUL. MONTECARLO ABSOLUTE RELAT. 










4. 5 C 5.00 5.50 6.OC 6.50 7.00 7.5C 8.00 8.5C 9.00 9.5C 10.00 10.5C 11.00 11.50 12.00 12.50 13.00 13.50 14.00 
0. 
η t 
157 663 269 104 385 141 575 224 252 222 194 162 129 998 746 546 392 278 C. 196 0. 136 O. 947 0.655 0.452 0.311 0.214 0. 147 0. 101 0.697 0.479 
Ό β 
0. 
ε g 2 
Ε 0 1 Ε 01 























1.15 ·,,65 .26 
.10 
.38 .14 .58 C 32 0.25 C.22 
19 ,1 .16 .13 .10 .75 .55 .39 .28 .19 »13 .95 .65 .44 .30 .20 .14 0.95 64 43 
4 Ε 02 
6 Ε 01 











1 Ε-0 1 
5 Ε-02 
4 Ε - 3 2 
9 Ε - 0 2 
3 Ε - 0 2 
3 Ε - 0 2 
8 Ε - 0 2 
1 Ε-03 
3 Ε-03 
7 Ε - 0 3 
5 Ε-Ο 3 
Τ £ _ Λ 7 
1Ε-03 
4 Ε - 0 4 6E-Û4 
7 Ε­Ο 4 
ν · 






9.· 22 70 4) 19 Τ; 93 74 49 30 21 ÍS 16 13 1 J 





0.20 0.20 0.18 0.16 0.14 
:·.η 
0.93 0.73 
7Ε­ 01 1Ε­01 6E­Ô 1 9 Ε­0 1 2 Ε­0 2 2 Ε­0 2 4Ε­Μ2 0E­J2 J Ε­02 
6 Ε­0 2 
7 Ε­0 2 
6 Ε­J2 
CE­J 2 
8 E-03 Ο Ε-03 1 Ε-03 2 Ε - 0 3 8 Ε-0 3 Ο Ε-0 3 1Ε-03 8 Ε - 0 3 6 Ε - 0 3 1 Ε-03 6 Ε-0 3 ΟΕ-04 Ο Ε-14 
Q. 197 Ü.137 0.083 0.068 ¿.10 3 0. 137 J .186 0.288 297 225 0.156 0.130 
Ο 
υ ο 
υ. 0. 0. 
143 166 181 181 165 0.135 0.1)2 0.110 0.188 0.306 0.451 0.617 0.802 1.002 1.216 1.439 1.671 
i. 124 0.566 υ. 24 5 'ύ.974 -.34 9 0.123 0.4 75 Ü. 231 Οο 176 0.170 0. 163 υ. 141 11 1 839 619 454 333 245 178 ,.122 0.772 J.453 j.245 117 410 321 20 6 284 293 
Ο. 0. 0. 0. 
ο 
υ 




































0.1 12Ε οι 0.429E-00 Õ.163E­00 0.692Ε­01 0.417Ε­01 0.324Ε­01 0.269Ε­01 0.222Ε­01 0.183Ε­01 0.149Ε­01 0.117Ε­01 C.892E­02 0.654Ε­02 0.464Ε­02 0.321 Ε­02 0.218Ε­02 0.153Ε­02 0,113Ε­02 0.852Ε­03 0.648Ε­03 0.492Ε­03 0.373Ε­03 0.282Ε­Ο3 0.211Ε­03 0.158Ε­03 0.117Ε­03 
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All Euratom reports are announced, as and when they are issued, in the monthly 
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! To disseminate knowledge is to disseminate prosperity — I mean 
| general prosperity and not individual riches — and with prosperity 
| disappears the greater part of the evil which is our heritage from 
I darker times. 
üw&iSmí opi 
_$^$ίί 
- Alfred Nobel 
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